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Abstract

Chemistry transport models (CTMs) are essential tools for characterizing and predicting the role of atmospheric composition

and chemistry in Earth’s climate system. This study demonstrates the use of airborne in situ observations to diagnose the

representation of atmospheric composition by global CTMs. Process-based diagnostics are developed which minimize the spatial

and temporal sampling differences between airborne in situ measurements and CTM grid points. The developed diagnostics

make use of dynamical and chemical vertical coordinates as a means of highlighting areas where focused model improvement

is needed. The chosen process is the chemical impact of the Asian summer monsoon (ASM), where deep convection serves a

unique pathway for rapid transport of surface emissions and pollutants to the stratosphere. Two global CTM configurations are

examined for their representation of the ASM upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS), using airborne observations

collected over south Asia. Application of the developed diagnostics to the CTMs reveals the limitations of zonally-averaged

surface boundary conditions for species with sufficiently short tropospheric lifetimes, and that species whose stratospheric loss

rates are dominated by photolysis have excellent agreement compared to that observed. Overall, the diagnostics demonstrate
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the strength of airborne observations toward improving model predictions, and highlight the utility of highly-resolved CTMs to

improve the understanding of reactive transport of anthropogenic pollutants to the stratosphere.
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Key Points:27

• We develop process-based diagnostics for model evaluation using airborne in situ28
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• The established diagnostics use dynamical and chemical coordinates to identify32

areas for model improvement33
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Abstract34

Chemistry transport models (CTMs) are essential tools for characterizing and predict-35

ing the role of atmospheric composition and chemistry in Earth’s climate system. This36

study demonstrates the use of airborne in situ observations to diagnose the representa-37

tion of atmospheric composition by global CTMs. Process-based diagnostics are devel-38

oped which minimize the spatial and temporal sampling differences between airborne in39

situ measurements and CTM grid points. The developed diagnostics make use of dynam-40

ical and chemical vertical coordinates as a means of highlighting areas where focused model41

improvement is needed. The chosen process is the chemical impact of the Asian sum-42

mer monsoon (ASM), where deep convection serves a unique pathway for rapid trans-43

port of surface emissions and pollutants to the stratosphere. Two global CTM config-44

urations are examined for their representation of the ASM upper troposphere and lower45

stratosphere (UTLS), using airborne observations collected over south Asia. Application46

of the developed diagnostics to the CTMs reveals the limitations of zonally-averaged sur-47

face boundary conditions for species with sufficiently short tropospheric lifetimes, and48

that species whose stratospheric loss rates are dominated by photolysis have excellent49

agreement compared to that observed. Overall, the diagnostics demonstrate the strength50

of airborne observations toward improving model predictions, and highlight the utility51

of high-resolution climate modeling to improve the understanding of reactive transport52

of anthropogenic pollutants to the stratosphere.53

Plain Language Summary54

The chemical composition of Earth’s atmosphere has important implications for55

the health of all its ecosystems. This study establishes an approach for evaluating the56

representation of chemical composition in global climate models, and demonstrates the57

capabilities of the approach using a set of observations collected by research aircraft. We58

specifically focus the evaluation on the Asian summer monsoon, a region with a known59

pathway for transport of chemical species from near the surface into the upper atmosphere.60

In doing so, we identify specific areas where focused model improvement is needed.61

1 Introduction62

The chemical composition of Earth’s atmosphere has implications for its climate63

and the health of all its ecosystems. Changes in atmospheric composition, induced by64

changes in both natural processes and anthropogenic activities, may have impacts on sur-65

face air quality, the atmosphere’s energy budget, the delay of stratospheric ozone recov-66

ery as set in motion by the Montreal Protocol, among others. As such, ensuring the ac-67

curate characterization and prediction of past, present and future atmospheric compo-68

sition remains a compelling research avenue.69

Chemistry-climate models (CCMs) are commonly used tools to characterize and70

predict atmospheric composition. This type of model often sacrifices horizontal grid spac-71

ing (typically tens to hundreds of kilometers) in favor of simulating extended time pe-72

riods (years to decades) with global coverage (e.g., Danabasoglu et al., 2020). Trust in73

any model to accurately predict the future fundamentally hinges upon its adequate rep-74

resentation of the past and present. Often CCMs are evaluated with satellite products75

and monitoring station observations using time- (e.g., monthly) or spatially- (e.g., zonal76

average or prescribed regions) averaged comparisons (e.g., Gettelman et al., 2019; Bosso-77

lasco et al., 2021; Strahan et al., 2007; Froidevaux et al., 2019). Despite the known im-78

pact of regional-scale processes on atmospheric composition and climate, these processes79

must typically be parameterized in CCMs because their spatial (on the order of kilome-80

ters) and temporal (on the order of hours) scales are not compatible with a typical CCM’s81

grid configuration. To evaluate and improve the representation of regional-scale processes82
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in CCMs, it is necessary to evaluate them for shorter time periods or for specific regions.83

In this configuration, a CCM is integrated as a chemistry transport model (CTM).84

Airborne field campaigns for targeted regions and/or specific phenomena can pro-85

vide observations to elucidate regional-scale processes affecting atmospheric composition86

(e.g., Pan et al., 2010, 2017; Toon et al., 2016). Airborne instruments have the capabil-87

ity to sample a portion of the atmosphere in unparalleled detail given their high sam-88

pling frequency. However, the high spatial and temporal resolution over a confined area89

fall into sharp contrast with the grid structures of CTMs, which can make their appli-90

cation for model evaluation difficult to reconcile. Global CTMs typically use horizon-91

tal grid spacing of tens or hundreds of kilometers, making them much coarser than air-92

borne in situ observations which are often spaced at hundreds or thousands of meters.93

As such, specific diagnostic tools are needed to minimize the fundamental differences in94

air mass sizes represented by in situ observations and CTMs. A straightforward tech-95

nique is to interpolate a flight track onto a CTM’s grid and compare this with observa-96

tions taken along the same flight track, but given the aforementioned disparities in air97

mass sizes this approach may underutilize the full capabilities of both the observations98

and model.99

The goal of this study is to demonstrate the use of airborne in situ observations100

to diagnose CTM representation of deep convective transport to the UTLS and subse-101

quent stratospheric loss processes. Specifically, we present newly-developed process-based102

diagnostics which use both dynamical and chemical coordinates to minimize the funda-103

mental differences in air mass sizes represented by airborne in situ observations and CTMs.104

Surface boundary conditions (i.e., surface mixing ratios), dynamics, and chemistry are105

all considered in the diagnostic development. In doing so, we demonstrate the wealth106

of information contained within airborne in situ observations, and show that this approach107

of connecting observations and models enhances the value of each.108

The specific process of the present evaluation is the Asian summer monsoon (ASM),109

a dominant weather system during boreal summer which has long been known for its gen-110

eration of seasonal rainfall over portions of Asia (e.g., Yin, 1949). The line of research111

we focus on in this work concerns the air mass that is transported from the Asian bound-112

ary layer (BL) through ASM deep convection and its subsequent transport. Specifically,113

water vapor and tropospheric pollutants can be transported vertically through convec-114

tion to reach the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS), where they have115

the potential to impact global atmospheric composition and climate (e.g., Dethof et al.,116

1999; Fu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2017). The application of chemical117

and transport modeling techniques to predict ASM impacts on global atmospheric com-118

position remains an active research area (e.g., Ploeger et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2019; Yan119

et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2016, 2022; Clemens et al., 2023).120

The dynamical response to ASM deep convection, an anticyclone which forms in121

the UTLS during boreal summer (Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976), has been observed by122

satellite to show confinement of anomalous pollutant concentrations of anthropogenic123

signature (e.g., Park et al., 2004, 2007; Randel et al., 2010). Tropopause altitudes over124

the ASM are typically higher than the surrounding regions, so ASM pollutants detrained125

from deep convection may be subsequently transported to the stratosphere through quasi-126

isentropic mixing as they spiral upward anticyclonically (e.g., Pan et al., 2016; Vogel et127

al., 2019; Legras & Bucci, 2020). Short-lived halogenated species transported to the UTLS128

in this way may delay the recovery of stratospheric ozone (e.g., Bednarz et al., 2022),129

where the modeled impact depends on the complexity of the chemical mechanism or treat-130

ment considered (Fernandez et al., 2021). The potential for the ASM to impact atmo-131

spheric composition and climate makes it an ideal setting for the development of CTM132

evaluation diagnostics.133
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Table 1. A collection of StratoClim data used for the development of model diagnostics in this

study, including the sensors or instruments that obtained them.

Instrument Species Used PI Reference

AMICA Carbon Monoxide (CO) M. von Hobe Kloss et al. (2021)
COLD2 Carbon Monoxide (CO) S. Viciani Viciani et al. (2018)
FOZAN-II Ozone (O3) F. Ravegnani Ulanovsky et al. (2001)
HAGAR Nitrous Oxide (N2O) C. M. Volk Homan et al. (2010)
WAS Halogenated Species J. Laube Adcock et al. (2021)

The model evaluation and diagnostic development is broken down into three spe-134

cific processes which loosely encompass the pathway for anthropogenic pollution emit-135

ted over Asia to impact UTLS composition, and thus global climate. Each analyzed pro-136

cess results in the development of a diagnostic, and is presented in its own subsection137

within Section 3. First, we use an adjusted-tropopause relative altitude coordinate to138

diagnose transport of polluted air masses from the Asian BL to the ASM UTLS anti-139

cyclone via deep convection (Section 3.1). Next, we diagnose the modeled mixing ratios140

of halogenated species as they cross the ASM tropopause and enter the stratosphere (Sec-141

tion 3.2). Finally, we diagnose model chemical loss rates in the stratosphere by using the142

mixing ratio of long-lived tracers as a vertical coordinate (Section 3.3). To demonstrate143

the value of the diagnostic development, we evaluate two CTMs with different grid con-144

figurations (Section 2.2) by using a set of airborne in situ observations taken over south145

Asia during the ASM’s active period (Section 2.1).146

2 Tools for Diagnostic Development147

2.1 Airborne in situ observations from StratoClim 2017148

Motivated by the pronounced impacts of the ASM on UTLS composition, the Stra-149

toClim airborne field campaign (http://www.stratoclim.org/; von Hobe et al., 2021; Bucci150

et al., 2020) was conducted during boreal summers 2016 and 2017 with bases in Kala-151

mata, Greece and Kathmandu, Nepal, respectively. As the 2017 deployment took place152

over southern Asia, the region identified as the predominant source of convective uplift153

for the ASM UTLS anticyclone (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2015; Pan et al.,154

2016), we use only the 2017 observations throughout this paper, and henceforth refer to155

this deployment as “the StratoClim campaign” for simplicity. The StratoClim campaign156

conducted eight research flights onboard the M55 Geophysica between July 27 and Au-157

gust 10, 2017. The location of the experiment is shown in Figure 1 with dynamical con-158

text. The research flights primarily sampled the interior of the ASM UTLS anticyclone159

(e.g., Figure 1 of von Hobe et al., 2021). Here we also show the flight tracks relative to160

the seasonal location of the anticyclone from a geopotential height perspective (panel161

a) as well as in pressure (panel b) and potential temperature (panel c) space.162

We use chemical observations obtained by several airborne instruments onboard163

the M55 Geophysica for the diagnostic development herein. The measurements are sum-164

marized in Table 1, and we direct the reader to the listed references for specifics about165

the instruments. In the interest of being thorough, we include a few pertinent details be-166

low.167
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Figure 1. Setting of the StratoClim 2017 experiment with flight tracks shown in black. In

panel a, the red contour shows the geopotential height contour of 16.77 km at 100 hPa (threshold

taken from Bian et al., 2012) from Global Forecasting System (GFS) analysis averaged over the

StratoClim measurement period, and the gray box shows the domain which the models are sub-

set to throughout Section 3. Panels b and c show the flight tracks in vertical perspective using

pressure, altitude and potential temperature vertical coordinates. Whole Air Sampler (WAS)

observation points marked in blue, and dashed gray lines denote the mean tropopause during the

StratoClim sampling period.
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2.1.1 AMICA Carbon Monoxide168

Observations of the tropospheric-sourced trace gas carbon monoxide (CO) are used169

to diagnose properties of convective transport. We use CO observations from the Air-170

borne Mid-Infrared Cavity enhanced Absorption spectrometer (AMICA, Kloss et al., 2021),171

which was deployed for the first time during the StratoClim campaign. These data are172

available on 10 second intervals, are estimated to have an overall accuracy of better than173

5% and a 1σ precision of ∼20 ppb. These data have been previously analyzed toward174

understanding the dynamical and transport properties of the ASM by von Hobe et al.175

(2021).176

2.1.2 COLD2 Carbon Monoxide177

We also include CO observations from the Carbon Oxide Laser Detector 2 (COLD2,178

Viciani et al., 2018) instrument. COLD2 observations have a higher sampling frequency,179

with data available on a 1 second interval. The CO mixing ratio accuracy is estimated180

to be 3%. The COLD2 instrument has now been deployed for two ASM-centric campaigns:181

both StratoClim and the Asian summer monsoon Chemical and Climate Impact Project182

(ACCLIP 2022, Pan et al., 2022).183

2.1.3 FOZAN-II Ozone184

Ozone (O3) is commonly used as a stratospheric tracer, making it an important185

component of the diagnostic development herein. We use observations of ozone taken186

from the Fast OZone ANalyzer (FOZAN-II, Yushkov et al., 1999; Ulanovsky et al., 2001)187

during six of the eight StratoClim flights in 2017. FOZAN-II sampling time is 1 second,188

the sensitivity is about 1 ppbv, and the average accuracy is 7%.189

2.1.4 HAGAR Nitrous Oxide190

We use observations of nitrous oxide (N2O) due to its long tropospheric lifetime191

(15,600 years, SPARC Report No. 6), making it ideal to use as a chemical vertical co-192

ordinate in the stratosphere. This was measured during StratoClim by the High Alti-193

tude Gas AnalyzeR (HAGAR, Homan et al., 2010). The measurements have a 90 sec-194

ond sampling interval, an average precision of ∼0.5% and an average accuracy of ∼0.6%.195

2.1.5 WAS Halogenated Species196

To assess the modeled chemical mechanisms, we make use of air samples collected197

by a Whole Air Sampler (WAS) during StratoClim, which were subsequently analyzed198

for a wide range of halogenated species (Adcock et al., 2021). Selected species for this199

study include methyl halides, (hydro)chlorofluorocarbons ((H)CFCs), with a focus on200

species emphasized in Adcock et al. (2021) due to their ready availability. These species201

are produced by both natural and anthropogenic activities, and if lofted to the strato-202

sphere can lead to the catalytic destruction of ozone. Each StratoClim flight included203

a maximum of 20 WAS samples, each with sampling duration of a few minutes. The sam-204

pling was performed on a non-uniform time grid, as depicted in Figure 1 (blue dots in205

panels b and c). Uncertainty information from each sample is provided via Adcock et206

al. (2021). “Merged” datasets onto the WAS measurement time interval are used in Sec-207

tion 3 to account for the irregular sampling intervals for this instrument. This is done208

by averaging all observations that fall between a given WAS canister’s open and close209

times.210
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2.2 Chemistry Transport Model Configurations211

Use of the diagnostics developed herein is demonstrated using two atmosphere model212

components within the NCAR Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2, Dan-213

abasoglu et al., 2020). The first model is the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate214

Model version 6 (WACCM6, Gettelman et al., 2019) which uses a 0.95° latitude x 1.25°215

longitude grid with 110 vertical levels spanning from the surface to ∼140km (Garcia and216

Richter, 2019). This vertical level configuration gives WACCM a vertical grid spacing217

of ∼500 m in the UTLS. The second model is the recently-developed MUlti-Scale Infras-218

tructure for Chemistry and Aerosols version 0 (MUSICAv0, Schwantes et al., 2022), which219

has the capability for user-customized horizontal grid refinement to improve sampling220

over a region of interest. For the current work, a custom MUSICA grid is developed with221

refinement to ∼30 km horizontal spacing over southeastern Asia and the western north222

Pacific (Figure S1a), while the remainder of the globe is covered by ∼1° spacing (sim-223

ilar to WACCM). The MUSICA grid uses 32 vertical levels spanning from the surface224

to ∼80km (∼3 hPa), resulting in a ∼1km vertical grid spacing in the UTLS. The ver-225

tical grid increments in WACCM and MUSICA are shown in Figure S1b. Output from226

the WACCM (MUSICA) simulation is available on 3- (6-) hour intervals.227

Both WACCM and MUSICA utilize a specified dynamics option which nudges the228

temperature and zonal and meridional wind components to a chosen meteorological anal-229

ysis. For this we use the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applica-230

tions version 2 (MERRA-2, Gelaro et al., 2017). Global surface emissions are provided231

by the Copernicus Atmosphere Modeling System (CAMS, Granier et al., 2019). The chem-232

istry mechanism in CESM2 includes a total of 231 species and 538 chemical reactions233

and is described by Emmons et al. (2020). The simulations parameterize deep convec-234

tion using the Zhang-McFarlane scheme (Zhang & McFarlane, 1995). Other parameter-235

izations are given by Gettelman et al. (2019) and are omitted here for brevity.236

Advancements in computational processing and storage capabilities in recent years237

have enabled developments in finer grid spacing (i.e., higher resolution) and multi-scale238

grid capabilities in CTMs, such as MUSICA. In the present study, the MUSICA grid re-239

finement is chosen to encompass the southern flank of the Tibetan Plateau (see Figure240

S1a), the primary “conduit” for ASM deep convective transport into the UTLS (e.g., Bergman241

et al., 2013; Honomichl & Pan, 2020; Clemens et al., 2023), with the intent to improve242

the representation of convective-scale processes responsible for lofting BL pollutants into243

the ASM UTLS. It remains unclear, however, whether improved grid point sampling nec-244

essarily improves a model’s performance compared to a coarser-grid counterpart. This245

supports the establishment of process-based model evaluation diagnostics as a timely re-246

search area.247

To illustrate the important role of the ASM in modifying UTLS composition, Fig-248

ure 2 shows global map sections of selected chemical species from WACCM valid 500 m249

above the local model tropopause. A pronounced chemical signature of trace gases as-250

sociated with the ASM UTLS anticyclone can be seen, similar to that of past observa-251

tional and modeling studies (e.g., Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2010; Munchak & Pan,252

2014; Pan et al., 2022), but now with consideration for filtering for a “bulging” tropopause253

structure over the ASM (Pan et al., 2016). The result indicates that species with tro-254

pospheric lifetimes in months (top row) have mixing ratios in the lowermost stratosphere255

that are larger over the ASM than anywhere else on Earth, underscoring the potential256

for short-lived halogenated species emitted over Asia to impact the composition of the257

stratosphere via the ASM transport mechanism discussed in Section 1. In contrast, species258

with much longer tropospheric lifetimes (bottom row) show similar mixing ratio enhance-259

ments over south Asia as in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL, Fueglistaler et al., 2009).260

These species are well-mixed throughout the troposphere, but begin to decay in the lower261

stratosphere as transport times grow longer and their chemical sinks grow stronger. Their262
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WACCM at 500m above the local tropopause

Figure 2. Plan views of WACCM model chemical species and dynamical variables in the low-

ermost stratosphere during the StratoClim observation period. Ethane (C2H6), carbon monoxide

(CO), CFC-12 (CCl2F2) and nitrous oxide (N2O) averaged from July 27 – August 10, 2017

and 500 m above the local WACCM tropopause are shown. White contours show WACCM

tropopause altitudes greater than 16.77 km and gray lines show wind streamlines. Respective

tropospheric lifetimes from SPARC Report No. 6 are given in parentheses.

highest mixing ratios in Figure 2 are simply regions where there is net upward transport263

across the tropopause: the TTL and the ASM.264

3 Process-based Diagnostic Development and Evaluation Demonstra-265

tion266

3.1 Transport by Monsoon Deep Convection267

Deep convection associated with the ASM is responsible for redistributing natu-268

ral and anthropogenic pollutants from the BL into the UTLS (e.g., Fu et al., 2006). In269

this section we use high-resolution airborne data to diagnose the convective parameter-270

ization in WACCM and MUSICA (Zhang and McFarlane, 1995) by evaluating how well271

a tropospheric and stratospheric tracer (CO and ozone, respectively) are distributed through-272

out the free troposphere and UTLS compared to observations.273

To examine vertical transport of CO and ozone, vertical distributions of the Stra-274

toClim observations and model results for South Asia are shown in Figure 3. Tracer mix-275

ing ratios are compared using two different vertical coordinates: adjusted tropopause-276

relative altitude, which expands the tropospheric layer and highlights the air mass tran-277

sition across the tropopause, and potential temperature, which collapses the tropospheric278

layer to highlight the transition between convective-dominated and radiative-dominated279

ascent processes. The lapse rate tropopause (LRT) altitude from ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach280

et al., 2020; Hoffmann & Spang, 2022) is interpolated to the flight tracks for observa-281

tions, while the model-derived LRT is used for WACCM and MUSICA. The tropopause-282

relative altitude coordinate has utility for understanding the behavior of ASM convec-283

tive transport relative to the tropopause, and enables adjustment for subtle differences284
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between model dynamics and those in the real atmosphere. This analysis is complemen-285

tary to and extends that of von Hobe et al. (2021), by analyzing how models represent286

tracer behavior in the ASM region.287

The result shows that MUSICA and WACCM have a generally good agreement with288

CO observations from AMICA and COLD2, mixing ratios ranging from ∼70-140 ppbv289

throughout the troposphere and gradually decreasing to ∼15-30 ppbv in the lower strato-290

sphere in both observations and models (Figure 3, left panels). CO observations have291

a similar distribution of CO throughout the majority of free tropospheric altitudes, sug-292

gesting that convection is the dominant transport process up to ∼1-2 km below the lo-293

cal tropopause (∼15km altitude on average). Separate maxima in modeled CO in the294

lower and upper troposphere show the influence of shallow and deep convective modes295

of transport, respectively. In potential temperature space, the noticeable discontinuity296

at ∼360K clearly reveals the transition from convective-dominated to radiative-dominated297

ascent.298

On the other hand, MUSICA and WACCM struggle to represent the observed dis-299

tribution of ozone, with a high bias spanning between the free troposphere and lower strato-300

sphere (Figure 3, right panels). This is not particularly surprising, as WACCM and MU-301

SICA ozone has been noted to have a high bias in previous work when compared to ob-302

servations (Froidevaux et al., 2019; Dubé et al., 2022; Tang et al., 2023). Ozone mixing303

ratios observed by FOZAN-II are further supported by ozonesonde observations over Nepal304

during StratoClim, which show ∼30-50 ppbv ozone throughout the free troposphere (Brunamonti305

et al., 2018). We have performed several sensitivity experiments to elucidate the cause306

of the model high bias, including testing for sensitivity to chemistry of very short lived307

(VSL) species using the model configuration of Villamayor et al. (2023), and to adjust-308

ing the model’s lightning parameterization to generate less NOx (an ozone precursor).309

The results of these sensitivity runs on model ozone mixing ratios shown in Figure S3.310

Although these experiments reduce the model’s ozone, they do not explain a sufficiently311

large bias to close the gap with the observations. More generally, these sensitivity ex-312

periments demonstrate another application of the dynamical coordinate diagnostic, high-313

lighting its utility in interrogating modeled representations of tracer mixing ratios.314

A critical component to the analysis presented in Figure 3 is that model distribu-315

tions are computed from broader spatial and temporal boundaries compared to the Stra-316

toClim flight tracks. Specifically, the model distributions are an average of all grid points317

between 75-95°E longitude, 18-32°N latitude (the gray box printed on Figure 1a), and318

at every 3- or 6-hour interval between July 27 – August 10, 2017. Instead of comparing319

each observation to a much larger model grid cell through interpolation (we demonstrate320

this common technique in Figure S2 for context), our technique allows a comparison of321

the general behavior of ASM transport throughout the monsoon’s active phase. We ac-322

knowledge that flight campaigns often bias their sampling to specific phenomenon (e.g.,323

convective complexes, wildfire plumes, etc.) which could complicate the interpretation324

of this evaluation, however most StratoClim flights were designed to survey the large-325

scale characteristics of the ASM UTLS, which supports the compatibility of this eval-326

uation technique (Bucci et al., 2020).327

To demonstrate an additional use of the dynamical vertical coordinates used in this328

analysis, we compare distributions of the tropospheric tracer CO in Figure 4 at key ver-329

tical layers identified from analyzing Figure 3. This allows for a more quantitative eval-330

uation of the models against the observations, as well as a quantitative comparison of331

the WACCM and MUSICA grid configurations following the discussion in Section 2.2.332

The general similarity between observations and models at each of the selected layers333

corroborates with the qualitative agreement noted in Figure 3. Mean values from the dis-334

tributions are collected in Table 2.335
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AMICA&COLD2 CO

FOZAN-II O3

MUSICA
WACCM

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Vertical profile distributions of modeled and observed (left) CO and (right) ozone

mixing ratio vertical profiles from models and StratoClim observations. The top panels are

plotted in tropopause-relative altitude space while the bottom panels are plotted in potential

temperature space. Black dots show StratoClim observations, and MUSICA (WACCM) results

are plotted in red (orange), where solid lines show the mean and shaded regions show the 5th to

95th percentile range. The tropopause is denoted by the solid black line with its standard devi-

ation marked by gray shading. Y-axes in the top panels are “adjusted” by the mean tropopause

value for ease of comprehension. Model output is restricted to 75-95 E, 18-32 N (gray box in

Figure 1a) from July 27 - August 10, 2017.
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
CO (ppbv)

350-370K

0-2km below TP

0-2km above TP

CO distributions over South Asia

Figure 4. Box and whisker plots for CO mixing ratios within selected vertical ranges, with

observations from AMICA and COLD2 in black, WACCM in orange, and MUSICA in red.

“Boxes” span from the 25th to 75th percentiles, “whiskers” span from the 5th to 95th percentiles,

and the vertical lines in the “boxes” represent the median. Mean mixing ratios are plotted as

triangles (squares) for 0 to 2km above (below) the local tropopause (abbreviated as “TP” on the

y axis), and as stars for 350 K to 370 K potential temperature.

There is no obvious advantage demonstrated by the MUSICA simulation with re-336

fined horizontal grid spacing at the level of primary convective outflow (stars in Figure337

4 and Table 2). This may be because convection must still be parameterized with the338

MUSICA grid configuration. Interestingly however, CO mixing ratios distributions in339

the lowermost stratosphere (triangles in Figure 4 and Table 2) suggest a low bias com-340

pared to observations. Although the present work does not pursue model improvements341

to address these discrepancies, the examples provided here are evidence for how the di-342

agnostics using these dynamical coordinates may identify specific areas for targeted model343

interrogation and development.344

3.2 Transport Across the ASM Tropopause345

Polluted air masses lofted by deep convection may be deposited higher than the346

level of zero radiative heating (LZRH, ∼360K in the tropics, Ploeger et al., 2010), above347

which air masses preferentially undergo comparatively slow ascent. Polluted air masses348

which cross the ASM tropopause, either vertically or through quasi-isentropic transport349

to the surrounding lower-tropopause regions (e.g., Pan et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2019),350

may thus have the potential to impact global composition and climate. Modeling the ap-351

propriate mixing ratios of pollutants at the ASM tropopause is thus an important com-352
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Table 2. Mean CO mixing ratios (ppbv) in each selected vertical range shown in Figure 4.

Layer 0-2 km above LRT 0-2 km above LRT 350-370 K θ
Symbol Triangle Square Star

AMICA/COLD2 43.2 69.4 98.1
WACCM 43.6 85.7 92.2
MUSICA 48.3 83.8 95.1

ponent of representing the ASM’s impacts. This section diagnoses the model represen-353

tation of halogenated species and N2O mixing ratios in the ASM tropopause layer.354

Selected halogenated species and N2O from WACCM, MUSICA, and StratoClim355

airborne observations from the WAS and HAGAR instruments (respectively) are shown356

in Figure 5. As in Section 3.1, we use an adjusted tropopause-relative coordinate to ad-357

just for dynamical differences in models compared to that in the real atmosphere. The358

result shows that the models have qualitatively good representation of the four selected359

species at the ASM tropopause. For species with tropospheric lifetimes longer than one360

year, tropospheric mixing ratios are nearly constant with altitude given this is long com-361

pared to typical overturning of the troposphere (typically 2-3 weeks). Thus, their mix-362

ing ratio accuracy at the tropopause is mainly controlled by the model’s lower bound-363

ary condition used to prescribe surface mixing ratios. We note there is a slight high bias364

in modeled mixing ratios found ∼2-3 km above the local tropopause in all panels of Fig-365

ure 5. This suggests an error in the behavior of model dynamics in the lower stratosphere,366

either through vertical motion or mixing from the surrounding regions. The model rep-367

resentation of the lower stratosphere will be addressed in more detail in Section 3.3.368

Although the modeled species tropopause mixing ratios depicted in Figure 5 are369

qualitatively encouraging, we wish to establish a quantitative diagnostic to character-370

ize the error in modeled stratospheric entry mixing ratios, to easily identify species which371

are simulated (in)adequately. For this, we calculate the mean observed and modeled mix-372

ing ratios near the local tropopause (we choose within 1 km above and below; see the373

gray regions in Figure 5) and compare their difference against the “observational range374

of variability”, to characterize biases which are large compared to the mixing ratio range375

throughout the ASM UTLS. Put mathematically:376

Stratosphere Entry Error =
qt,m − qt,o

∆qo
∗ 100% (1)

where q is the mixing of a given specie, the subscript t indicates the mean mixing377

ratio within 1 km of the local tropopause (as shown in Figure 5) during the StratoClim378

period, and the subscript m (o) indicates modeled (observed). ∆q0 is the difference be-379

tween the maximum and minimum observed mixing ratio in the entire StratoClim dataset380

(i.e., the “observational range of variability”). The results are shown in Figure 6.381

The calculation of error statistics, as done in Figure 6, provides a conceptual frame-382

work for identifying model skill in species representation, concisely highlighting areas where383

focused model development is needed. It also allows for different model configurations384

to be compared relative to one another. In the current approach, we see mostly super-385

ficial differences between WACCM and MUSICA in their stratospheric entry mixing ra-386

tio performance, likely a consequence of the same emissions database used in the sim-387

ulations. Most species have stratospheric entry mixing ratio errors which are less than388

10%, which we consider to be small given they could be easily explained by a combina-389

tion of measurement and model uncertainties as well as the intentional sampling differ-390
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Figure 5. Modeled and observed vertical profiles of selected chemical species plotted in

adjusted tropopause-relative altitude space. Black dots show observations with uncertainty plot-

ted in thin horizontal lines. The red (orange) line shows the mean profile from the MUSICA

(WACCM) simulation between 75-95E and 18-32N (the small gray box in Figure 1) from July

27 - August 10, 2017, with the corresponding shading spanning the 5th to 95th percentiles. The

mean tropopause is shown as a black line, with the range of 1 km below and above it (used for

calculation of the “stratospheric entry value”) shaded in gray. As in Figure 3, y-axes are “ad-

justed” to the mean tropopause altitude for ease of comprehension.
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Figure 6. A scatterplot of model stratospheric entry errors for selected species. Species are

sorted by their tropospheric lifetimes (SPARC Report No. 6) which are printed in parentheses in

units of years.

ences we use to avoid space-time interpolation. However, this diagnostic identifies methyl391

chloride (CH3Cl), methyl bromide (CH3Br), CFC-114, and CFC-115 as species with larger392

errors which may have other contributing factors. Methyl chloride and bromide are of393

particular interest because although their tropospheric lifetimes are on the order of one394

year, their stratospheric lifetimes are on the order of decades (SPARC Report No. 6, Ko395

et al., 2013). Since these species will persist in the stratosphere for decades if they can396

penetrate the tropopause, and because of their impacts on stratospheric ozone chemistry397

(e.g., Bednarz et al., 2022), their mixing ratios in the ASM UTLS are especially impor-398

tant to properly represent.399

To demonstrate the use of the stratospheric entry mixing ratio error calculation400

(Equation 1; Figure 6) in diagnosing model shortcomings, Figure 7 shows the methyl halides401

plotted in chemical vertical coordinate space. Both CO and CFC-12 are used as chem-402

ical coordinates to expand the tropospheric and stratospheric layers, respectively. The403

noticeable offsets between observed mixing ratios (black) and those from the models (red404

and orange) corroborate with their large errors (Figure 6). With the exception of dibro-405

momethane (CH2Br2) which has the shortest tropospheric lifetime in this study, all the406

species analyzed in Figure 6 have mixing ratios prescribed at the model surface by us-407

ing zonally-averaged mole fraction boundary conditions. Species with sufficiently long408

lifetimes relative to tropospheric overturning are expected to have nearly-uniform mix-409

ing ratios throughout the troposphere, as demonstrated by WACCM in Figure 2. How-410

ever, for species with shorter tropospheric lifetimes such as methyl chloride and methyl411

bromide, this lower boundary condition may obscure important regional emissions sources,412

such as those from Asia, and lead to an underestimation of their composition and cli-413

mate impact potentials.414

The hypothesis that zonally-averaged mole fraction surface boundary conditions415

causes errors for methyl chloride and bromide at the stratospheric entry point can be416

further investigated by comparing WACCM and MUSICA results with observations out-417

side the ASM region. For this we include in Figure 7 observations from the Studies of418

Emissions and Atmospheric Composition, Clouds and Climate Coupling by Regional Sur-419

veys (SEAC4RS) campaign, which took place over North America during boreal sum-420

mer 2013 (Toon et al., 2016), as gray dots. SEAC4RS observations align nicely with the421

2017 WACCM and MUSICA simulations subset to the ASM region (gray box in Figure422
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(a)

(d)(c)

(b)

Figure 7. Vertical profiles of (left) methyl chloride and (right) methyl bromide in chemical

coordinate space using (top) CO and (bottom) CFC-12 as the vertical coordinates. WACCM

(MUSICA) mixing ratios from the 5th to 95th percentiles are shown in orange (red). Black

dots show airborne observations from StratoClim (2017) with uncertainty bars, and gray dots

show airborne observations from SEAC4RS 2013 (Toon et al., 2016) taken over North Amer-

ica. To ensure compatibility between the campaigns, we adjust the CFC-12 mixing ratios from

SEAC4RS according to the long-term trend between 2013 and 2017, using observations from the

NOAA/GML halocarbons program (Dutton et al., 2023).

1), indicating that model mixing ratios reflect the ASM’s surroundings rather than the423

ASM environment itself. This supports our assertion that the prescribed zonally-averaged424

boundary condition assumption breaks down for species with tropospheric lifetimes less425

than a few years. More broadly, this analysis highlights the value of the stratospheric426

entry diagnostic at identifying model shortcomings and providing a pathway for focused427

improvements.428

3.3 Chemical Loss in the Lower Stratosphere429

The two previous sub-sections focus on transport of Asian pollution into the UT430

via convective transport (Section 3.1), and subsequent entry to the stratosphere (Sec-431

tion 3.2). In this sub-section we diagnose the model representation of chemical loss pro-432

cesses in the lower stratosphere, using a “chemical vertical coordinate.” The relatively433

coarse vertical grid spacing in MUSICA which degrades further in the lower stratosphere434

(Figure S1b) leads us to focus this evaluation on the WACCM simulation only. Further-435

more, due to the aforementioned issues with methyl halide species (Figures 6 and 7) and436

the inappropriateness of a linear fit for dibromomethane (CH2Br2; not shown), these species437

are excluded from this chemical loss analysis.438

Following the approach of Avallone and Prather (1997), a collection of tracer re-439

lationships for halogenated species and N2O are plotted in Figure 8 with CFC-12 mix-440

ing ratio used as the vertical coordinate for both WACCM and StratoClim observations.441

Although the full range of variability is plotted, we focus on the cluster of stratospheric442

observations between 394-442 pptv of CFC-12, to ensure the tracer relationships are con-443
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sistent with the observations. For this range of mixing ratios, linear “best fit” lines are444

calculated for both observations (black lines) and WACCM (brown lines). Measurement445

uncertainty (from Adcock et al., 2021) is accounted for by assigning weights to each point446

for the linear fitting, equal to the inverse of the sum of both the squared mixing ratio447

uncertainties. Furthermore, we discard two WAS data points (one for CCl4 and another448

for CFC-114) which are clear outliers, and by inspection disrupt the appropriateness of449

the linear fit (not shown).450

From the foundational arguments of Plumb and Ko (1992) on tracer relationships:451

“the curve becomes linear in any region if the net upward fluxes of two species through452

the rapid exchange surfaces in that region are in constant ratio.” Indeed, the modeled453

and observed relationships exhibit linear behavior in the lower stratosphere (Figure 8),454

suggesting the species lifetimes are long in this layer compared to the timescales of net455

upward flux. From a conceptual standpoint, the chemical mechanism in WACCM has456

excellent representation of this behavior. In contrast, many relationships in Figure 8 ex-457

hibit non-linear behavior closer to the tropopause (∼500 pptv of CFC-12; see Figure 5),458

a consequence of the large lifetime disparity between the species on each axis. Often in459

these cases, the observations (gray dots) are considerably less compact than both WACCM460

(light orange dots) and their deeper stratospheric counterparts (black dots).461

To quantify the ability of WACCM to represent the observed tracer relationships,462

a diagnostic is developed that is based on the modeled and observed chemical loss rate463

(i.e. slopes of the linear fitting). Often the WACCM loss rates are similar to those ob-464

served, but are “offset” in absolute mixing ratio (Figure 8). To calculate the loss rate465

and mixing ratio offset errors, we employ similar formulas as Equation 1 for the strato-466

spheric entry mixing ratio errors:467

Loss Rate Error =
mls,W − qls,o

∆mls,0
∗ 100% (2)

Mixing Ratio Offset Error =
qls,W − qls,o

∆qls,o
∗ 100% (3)

In Equations 2 and 3, the subscript ls denotes the selected lower stratospheric range,468

m indicates the slope of the linear relationships, q indicates the x-axis tracer mixing ra-469

tio at the midpoint of the lower stratospheric range considered (i.e., 418 pptv of CFC-470

12), and subscripts W and o indicate modeled by WACCM and observed, respectively.471

The diagnostics in Equations 2 and 3 enable a quantitative evaluation of WACCM’s per-472

formance at representing the observed tracer relationships, separating the model repre-473

sentation of lower stratospheric dynamics and chemistry from offsets in the absolute mix-474

ing ratios found there.475

To demonstrate the application of the loss rate and mixing ratio error diagnostics476

defined here, Figure 9 shows calculated results for the choice of two chemical vertical co-477

ordinates and two model domain selections. The selected vertical coordinates are CFC-478

12 (Figure 8) and N2O (Figure S4, for which a range of 265-292 ppbv is chosen for the479

lower stratosphere). The two domain selections are that shown in the gray box in Fig-480

ure 1 (75-95E, 18-32N; denoted “small”), which is used throughout Sections 3.1 and 3.2,481

and a larger domain which approximately represents the ASM UTLS anticyclone (30-482

130E, 18-40N; denoted “large”).483

The mixing ratio offset diagnostic (Equation 3) shows errors for all species which484

are less than 20% (Figure 9a), which is conceptually consistent with the stratospheric485

entry diagnostic presented in Section 3.2 (Figure 6). Indeed, a species with an accurate486

mixing ratio at the tropopause is predisposed to an accurate mixing ratio in the lower487

stratosphere. While the loss rate diagnostic (Equation 2; Figure 9b) also shows errors488

of less than 20% for most relationships, it identifies CFC-114 and CFC-115 as species489
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(a)

(h)

(f)(e)(d)

(c)(b)

(j) (l)(k)

(g) (i)

Figure 8. Various halocarbon and N2O profiles in CFC-12 chemical vertical coordinate space.

Black dots show StratoClim observations in the lower stratosphere (394 pptv < CFC-12 < 442

pptv), with thin lines marking observational uncertainty. Thick black lines mark observational

best-fits using a weighted linear regression. WACCM is shown in orange, with brown lines mark-

ing the linear model best-fit in the lower stratosphere. WACCM is subset between 78-92E, 18-

32N (the small gray box in Figure 1), from July 27 - August 10, 2017, to 50-200 hPa to focus

on the UTLS, and to every 50th point for visual clarity. Light orange and gray dots show model

and observation points (respectively) near and below the tropopause, which are not used for the

linear fitting.
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with considerable deviations from the observed loss rates in chemical coordinate space.490

These deviations in loss rate, coupled with their poor stratospheric entry mixing ratio491

representation (Figure 6), are evidence that WACCM does not properly represent them.492

For both CFC-114 and CFC-115, loss by O1D is an important process in comparison to493

loss by photolysis (from SPARC Report No. 6, 2013), which we highlight using aster-494

isks in the Figure 9 labeling. With this in mind, we find it reasonable to hypothesize that495

the model ozone high bias noted in Section 3.1 (Figure 3) contributes to the errors in496

these relationships, as ozone is the main source of O1D in the lower stratosphere. A sub-497

sequent model experiment was performed with a longer spin-up to test for sensitivity in498

CFC-114 and CFC-115 given their relatively long stratospheric lifetimes, which did not499

yield improvements to this relationship (not shown).500

We clarify again that it is not our objective to make corrections to the chemical501

mechanisms in the present work, only to show the utility of this diagnostic framework502

for identifying areas for focused model improvement. Investigating the shortcomings of503

these relationships are the subject of ongoing work, and may require the use of idealized504

chemical modeling to understand the complex mechanisms contributing to these rela-505

tionships.506

With the use of the stratospheric mixing ratio offset and chemical loss rate diag-507

nostics in this subsection, we demonstrate that WACCM chemistry overall performs well508

at representing the chemical relationships observed during StratoClim. As with prior anal-509

yses, this diagnostic minimizes the impact of fundamental air mass size disparities be-510

tween observed and modeled air masses. Both diagnostics show a general consistency511

between the two choices of chemical vertical coordinate as well as the two choices of do-512

main. The consistency between the two domain choices suggests that the ASM anticy-513

clone has a composition signature in the lower stratosphere that is fairly consistent through-514

out; despite the StratoClim campaign spanning only a modest portion of the ASM UTLS515

anticyclone.516

4 Conclusions and Outlook517

In this study we design a set of process-based diagnostics using airborne in situ chem-518

ical tracer measurements to evaluate the representation of UTLS composition under the519

influence of ASM dynamics and transport. The diagnostics are:520

1. The use of tropopause-relative altitude and potential temperature vertical coor-521

dinates to evaluate distributions of tropospheric and stratospheric tracers (Sec-522

tion 3.1). These coordinates adjust for dynamical differences between models and523

the real atmosphere, and allow for the properties of modeled and observed con-524

vection to be diagnosed.525

2. The use of a tropopause-relative altitude vertical coordinate to evaluate strato-526

spheric entry mixing ratios of chemical species (Section 3.2). For species with tro-527

pospheric lifetimes which are long compared to typical tropospheric overturning528

time scales, this diagnoses the representation of the mixing ratio boundary con-529

dition used at the model surface.530

3. The use of long-lived tracers as a vertical coordinate to diagnose chemical loss pro-531

cesses in the lower stratosphere (Section 3.3). The application of this to a wide532

range of species identifies those which may have issues in their chemical treatment533

by the model.534

We demonstrate the application of the above diagnostics in two global climate mod-535

els run in CTM configuration (WACCM and MUSICA) using airborne in situ observa-536

tions from the ASM region (StratoClim 2017). The exercise leads to the following con-537

clusions about the representation of ASM composition by WACCM and MUSICA:538
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Scatterplots showing (a) mixing ratio errors and (b) loss rate errors between ob-

servations and models in the lower stratosphere. Symbols show calculations using CFC-12 and

N2O as the choice of chemical vertical coordinate, as well as two model domain choices (see text

for details). Species are organized in the same order as Figure 6, but with their stratospheric life-

times in years (SPARC Report No. 6) now printed in parentheses instead. Asterisks mark species

whose loss is primarily controlled by photolysis.

• The level of ASM deep convective outflow (∼15km; ∼360K) and distribution of539

CO observed during StratoClim are generally well-represented by WACCM and540

MUSICA. Both models show similar CO mixing ratios in key altitude ranges, de-541

spite differences in their horizontal and vertical grid increments. However, there542

is a high model bias in ozone throughout the free troposphere.543

• Observed tracer mixing ratios at the ASM tropopause are generally consistent with544

those in WACCM and MUSICA. For species with relatively short tropospheric life-545

times (less than a couple of years), representing mole fraction boundary conditions546

with a zonal average obscures important regional emissions sources which may lead547

to large model biases, as shown to be the case for methyl chloride and methyl bro-548

mide.549

• The use of long-lived chemical vertical coordinates reveals that WACCM repre-550

sents the compact nature of chemical relationships observed in the lower strato-551

sphere. Species whose stratospheric loss rates are dominated by photolysis have552

particularly good agreement in their chemical loss rates compared to observations,553

while the high model ozone bias may negatively impact the representation of loss554

for other species.555

Climate prediction is often conducted on spatial scales of hundreds of kilometers556

and temporal scales of decades, but accurate prediction at these scales requires accurate557

representation of embedded smaller-scale processes which are captured by the high spa-558

tial and temporal sampling of airborne observations. The diagnostic development and559

the resulting evaluation of NCAR CESM configurations herein thus highlights the irre-560

placeable value of airborne observations toward improving Earth system modeling ca-561

pabilities. Moreover, the diagnostics are designed to minimize the fundamental differ-562
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ences in air mass sizes represented by models and observations, as compared to a typ-563

ical method of space-time interpolation.564

The establishment of this diagnostic framework may help realize the benefits, and565

even shortcomings, of ongoing CTM developments. Future work will examine the per-566

formance of modeling capabilities at representing a recent set of ASM airborne obser-567

vations taken during the ACCLIP 2022 campaign (Pan et al., 2022). We note that al-568

though these diagnostics are designed specifically with an ASM UTLS focus, we expect569

them to be appropriate for other regions of the globe to evaluate their respective trans-570

port regimes.571

5 Open Research572

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) is an open-source community model573

available from http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/. The Whole Atmosphere Community Climate574

Model (WACCM) is described by https://www2.acom.ucar.edu/gcm/waccm, and the575

Multi-scale Infrastructure for Chemistry and Aerosols (MUSICA) is described by576

https://wiki.ucar.edu/display/MUSICA/MUSICA+Home. StratoClim data will577

be accessible via the HALO database at https://halo-db.pa.op.dlr.de/mission/101. Un-578

til this time, it can be provided by request from the respective instrument PIs (see Ta-579

ble 1). SEAC4RS observations are available from580

https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ArcView/seac4rs. ERA5 reanalysis (doi: 10.5065/P8GT-581

0R61) is available from the NCAR CISL Research Data Archive.582
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Abstract34

Chemistry transport models (CTMs) are essential tools for characterizing and predict-35

ing the role of atmospheric composition and chemistry in Earth’s climate system. This36

study demonstrates the use of airborne in situ observations to diagnose the representa-37

tion of atmospheric composition by global CTMs. Process-based diagnostics are devel-38

oped which minimize the spatial and temporal sampling differences between airborne in39

situ measurements and CTM grid points. The developed diagnostics make use of dynam-40

ical and chemical vertical coordinates as a means of highlighting areas where focused model41

improvement is needed. The chosen process is the chemical impact of the Asian sum-42

mer monsoon (ASM), where deep convection serves a unique pathway for rapid trans-43

port of surface emissions and pollutants to the stratosphere. Two global CTM config-44

urations are examined for their representation of the ASM upper troposphere and lower45

stratosphere (UTLS), using airborne observations collected over south Asia. Application46

of the developed diagnostics to the CTMs reveals the limitations of zonally-averaged sur-47

face boundary conditions for species with sufficiently short tropospheric lifetimes, and48

that species whose stratospheric loss rates are dominated by photolysis have excellent49

agreement compared to that observed. Overall, the diagnostics demonstrate the strength50

of airborne observations toward improving model predictions, and highlight the utility51

of high-resolution climate modeling to improve the understanding of reactive transport52

of anthropogenic pollutants to the stratosphere.53

Plain Language Summary54

The chemical composition of Earth’s atmosphere has important implications for55

the health of all its ecosystems. This study establishes an approach for evaluating the56

representation of chemical composition in global climate models, and demonstrates the57

capabilities of the approach using a set of observations collected by research aircraft. We58

specifically focus the evaluation on the Asian summer monsoon, a region with a known59

pathway for transport of chemical species from near the surface into the upper atmosphere.60

In doing so, we identify specific areas where focused model improvement is needed.61

1 Introduction62

The chemical composition of Earth’s atmosphere has implications for its climate63

and the health of all its ecosystems. Changes in atmospheric composition, induced by64

changes in both natural processes and anthropogenic activities, may have impacts on sur-65

face air quality, the atmosphere’s energy budget, the delay of stratospheric ozone recov-66

ery as set in motion by the Montreal Protocol, among others. As such, ensuring the ac-67

curate characterization and prediction of past, present and future atmospheric compo-68

sition remains a compelling research avenue.69

Chemistry-climate models (CCMs) are commonly used tools to characterize and70

predict atmospheric composition. This type of model often sacrifices horizontal grid spac-71

ing (typically tens to hundreds of kilometers) in favor of simulating extended time pe-72

riods (years to decades) with global coverage (e.g., Danabasoglu et al., 2020). Trust in73

any model to accurately predict the future fundamentally hinges upon its adequate rep-74

resentation of the past and present. Often CCMs are evaluated with satellite products75

and monitoring station observations using time- (e.g., monthly) or spatially- (e.g., zonal76

average or prescribed regions) averaged comparisons (e.g., Gettelman et al., 2019; Bosso-77

lasco et al., 2021; Strahan et al., 2007; Froidevaux et al., 2019). Despite the known im-78

pact of regional-scale processes on atmospheric composition and climate, these processes79

must typically be parameterized in CCMs because their spatial (on the order of kilome-80

ters) and temporal (on the order of hours) scales are not compatible with a typical CCM’s81

grid configuration. To evaluate and improve the representation of regional-scale processes82
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in CCMs, it is necessary to evaluate them for shorter time periods or for specific regions.83

In this configuration, a CCM is integrated as a chemistry transport model (CTM).84

Airborne field campaigns for targeted regions and/or specific phenomena can pro-85

vide observations to elucidate regional-scale processes affecting atmospheric composition86

(e.g., Pan et al., 2010, 2017; Toon et al., 2016). Airborne instruments have the capabil-87

ity to sample a portion of the atmosphere in unparalleled detail given their high sam-88

pling frequency. However, the high spatial and temporal resolution over a confined area89

fall into sharp contrast with the grid structures of CTMs, which can make their appli-90

cation for model evaluation difficult to reconcile. Global CTMs typically use horizon-91

tal grid spacing of tens or hundreds of kilometers, making them much coarser than air-92

borne in situ observations which are often spaced at hundreds or thousands of meters.93

As such, specific diagnostic tools are needed to minimize the fundamental differences in94

air mass sizes represented by in situ observations and CTMs. A straightforward tech-95

nique is to interpolate a flight track onto a CTM’s grid and compare this with observa-96

tions taken along the same flight track, but given the aforementioned disparities in air97

mass sizes this approach may underutilize the full capabilities of both the observations98

and model.99

The goal of this study is to demonstrate the use of airborne in situ observations100

to diagnose CTM representation of deep convective transport to the UTLS and subse-101

quent stratospheric loss processes. Specifically, we present newly-developed process-based102

diagnostics which use both dynamical and chemical coordinates to minimize the funda-103

mental differences in air mass sizes represented by airborne in situ observations and CTMs.104

Surface boundary conditions (i.e., surface mixing ratios), dynamics, and chemistry are105

all considered in the diagnostic development. In doing so, we demonstrate the wealth106

of information contained within airborne in situ observations, and show that this approach107

of connecting observations and models enhances the value of each.108

The specific process of the present evaluation is the Asian summer monsoon (ASM),109

a dominant weather system during boreal summer which has long been known for its gen-110

eration of seasonal rainfall over portions of Asia (e.g., Yin, 1949). The line of research111

we focus on in this work concerns the air mass that is transported from the Asian bound-112

ary layer (BL) through ASM deep convection and its subsequent transport. Specifically,113

water vapor and tropospheric pollutants can be transported vertically through convec-114

tion to reach the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS), where they have115

the potential to impact global atmospheric composition and climate (e.g., Dethof et al.,116

1999; Fu et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2017). The application of chemical117

and transport modeling techniques to predict ASM impacts on global atmospheric com-118

position remains an active research area (e.g., Ploeger et al., 2017; Vogel et al., 2019; Yan119

et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2016, 2022; Clemens et al., 2023).120

The dynamical response to ASM deep convection, an anticyclone which forms in121

the UTLS during boreal summer (Krishnamurti & Bhalme, 1976), has been observed by122

satellite to show confinement of anomalous pollutant concentrations of anthropogenic123

signature (e.g., Park et al., 2004, 2007; Randel et al., 2010). Tropopause altitudes over124

the ASM are typically higher than the surrounding regions, so ASM pollutants detrained125

from deep convection may be subsequently transported to the stratosphere through quasi-126

isentropic mixing as they spiral upward anticyclonically (e.g., Pan et al., 2016; Vogel et127

al., 2019; Legras & Bucci, 2020). Short-lived halogenated species transported to the UTLS128

in this way may delay the recovery of stratospheric ozone (e.g., Bednarz et al., 2022),129

where the modeled impact depends on the complexity of the chemical mechanism or treat-130

ment considered (Fernandez et al., 2021). The potential for the ASM to impact atmo-131

spheric composition and climate makes it an ideal setting for the development of CTM132

evaluation diagnostics.133
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Table 1. A collection of StratoClim data used for the development of model diagnostics in this

study, including the sensors or instruments that obtained them.

Instrument Species Used PI Reference

AMICA Carbon Monoxide (CO) M. von Hobe Kloss et al. (2021)
COLD2 Carbon Monoxide (CO) S. Viciani Viciani et al. (2018)
FOZAN-II Ozone (O3) F. Ravegnani Ulanovsky et al. (2001)
HAGAR Nitrous Oxide (N2O) C. M. Volk Homan et al. (2010)
WAS Halogenated Species J. Laube Adcock et al. (2021)

The model evaluation and diagnostic development is broken down into three spe-134

cific processes which loosely encompass the pathway for anthropogenic pollution emit-135

ted over Asia to impact UTLS composition, and thus global climate. Each analyzed pro-136

cess results in the development of a diagnostic, and is presented in its own subsection137

within Section 3. First, we use an adjusted-tropopause relative altitude coordinate to138

diagnose transport of polluted air masses from the Asian BL to the ASM UTLS anti-139

cyclone via deep convection (Section 3.1). Next, we diagnose the modeled mixing ratios140

of halogenated species as they cross the ASM tropopause and enter the stratosphere (Sec-141

tion 3.2). Finally, we diagnose model chemical loss rates in the stratosphere by using the142

mixing ratio of long-lived tracers as a vertical coordinate (Section 3.3). To demonstrate143

the value of the diagnostic development, we evaluate two CTMs with different grid con-144

figurations (Section 2.2) by using a set of airborne in situ observations taken over south145

Asia during the ASM’s active period (Section 2.1).146

2 Tools for Diagnostic Development147

2.1 Airborne in situ observations from StratoClim 2017148

Motivated by the pronounced impacts of the ASM on UTLS composition, the Stra-149

toClim airborne field campaign (http://www.stratoclim.org/; von Hobe et al., 2021; Bucci150

et al., 2020) was conducted during boreal summers 2016 and 2017 with bases in Kala-151

mata, Greece and Kathmandu, Nepal, respectively. As the 2017 deployment took place152

over southern Asia, the region identified as the predominant source of convective uplift153

for the ASM UTLS anticyclone (e.g., Bergman et al., 2013; Vogel et al., 2015; Pan et al.,154

2016), we use only the 2017 observations throughout this paper, and henceforth refer to155

this deployment as “the StratoClim campaign” for simplicity. The StratoClim campaign156

conducted eight research flights onboard the M55 Geophysica between July 27 and Au-157

gust 10, 2017. The location of the experiment is shown in Figure 1 with dynamical con-158

text. The research flights primarily sampled the interior of the ASM UTLS anticyclone159

(e.g., Figure 1 of von Hobe et al., 2021). Here we also show the flight tracks relative to160

the seasonal location of the anticyclone from a geopotential height perspective (panel161

a) as well as in pressure (panel b) and potential temperature (panel c) space.162

We use chemical observations obtained by several airborne instruments onboard163

the M55 Geophysica for the diagnostic development herein. The measurements are sum-164

marized in Table 1, and we direct the reader to the listed references for specifics about165

the instruments. In the interest of being thorough, we include a few pertinent details be-166

low.167
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Figure 1. Setting of the StratoClim 2017 experiment with flight tracks shown in black. In

panel a, the red contour shows the geopotential height contour of 16.77 km at 100 hPa (threshold

taken from Bian et al., 2012) from Global Forecasting System (GFS) analysis averaged over the

StratoClim measurement period, and the gray box shows the domain which the models are sub-

set to throughout Section 3. Panels b and c show the flight tracks in vertical perspective using

pressure, altitude and potential temperature vertical coordinates. Whole Air Sampler (WAS)

observation points marked in blue, and dashed gray lines denote the mean tropopause during the

StratoClim sampling period.
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2.1.1 AMICA Carbon Monoxide168

Observations of the tropospheric-sourced trace gas carbon monoxide (CO) are used169

to diagnose properties of convective transport. We use CO observations from the Air-170

borne Mid-Infrared Cavity enhanced Absorption spectrometer (AMICA, Kloss et al., 2021),171

which was deployed for the first time during the StratoClim campaign. These data are172

available on 10 second intervals, are estimated to have an overall accuracy of better than173

5% and a 1σ precision of ∼20 ppb. These data have been previously analyzed toward174

understanding the dynamical and transport properties of the ASM by von Hobe et al.175

(2021).176

2.1.2 COLD2 Carbon Monoxide177

We also include CO observations from the Carbon Oxide Laser Detector 2 (COLD2,178

Viciani et al., 2018) instrument. COLD2 observations have a higher sampling frequency,179

with data available on a 1 second interval. The CO mixing ratio accuracy is estimated180

to be 3%. The COLD2 instrument has now been deployed for two ASM-centric campaigns:181

both StratoClim and the Asian summer monsoon Chemical and Climate Impact Project182

(ACCLIP 2022, Pan et al., 2022).183

2.1.3 FOZAN-II Ozone184

Ozone (O3) is commonly used as a stratospheric tracer, making it an important185

component of the diagnostic development herein. We use observations of ozone taken186

from the Fast OZone ANalyzer (FOZAN-II, Yushkov et al., 1999; Ulanovsky et al., 2001)187

during six of the eight StratoClim flights in 2017. FOZAN-II sampling time is 1 second,188

the sensitivity is about 1 ppbv, and the average accuracy is 7%.189

2.1.4 HAGAR Nitrous Oxide190

We use observations of nitrous oxide (N2O) due to its long tropospheric lifetime191

(15,600 years, SPARC Report No. 6), making it ideal to use as a chemical vertical co-192

ordinate in the stratosphere. This was measured during StratoClim by the High Alti-193

tude Gas AnalyzeR (HAGAR, Homan et al., 2010). The measurements have a 90 sec-194

ond sampling interval, an average precision of ∼0.5% and an average accuracy of ∼0.6%.195

2.1.5 WAS Halogenated Species196

To assess the modeled chemical mechanisms, we make use of air samples collected197

by a Whole Air Sampler (WAS) during StratoClim, which were subsequently analyzed198

for a wide range of halogenated species (Adcock et al., 2021). Selected species for this199

study include methyl halides, (hydro)chlorofluorocarbons ((H)CFCs), with a focus on200

species emphasized in Adcock et al. (2021) due to their ready availability. These species201

are produced by both natural and anthropogenic activities, and if lofted to the strato-202

sphere can lead to the catalytic destruction of ozone. Each StratoClim flight included203

a maximum of 20 WAS samples, each with sampling duration of a few minutes. The sam-204

pling was performed on a non-uniform time grid, as depicted in Figure 1 (blue dots in205

panels b and c). Uncertainty information from each sample is provided via Adcock et206

al. (2021). “Merged” datasets onto the WAS measurement time interval are used in Sec-207

tion 3 to account for the irregular sampling intervals for this instrument. This is done208

by averaging all observations that fall between a given WAS canister’s open and close209

times.210
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2.2 Chemistry Transport Model Configurations211

Use of the diagnostics developed herein is demonstrated using two atmosphere model212

components within the NCAR Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2, Dan-213

abasoglu et al., 2020). The first model is the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate214

Model version 6 (WACCM6, Gettelman et al., 2019) which uses a 0.95° latitude x 1.25°215

longitude grid with 110 vertical levels spanning from the surface to ∼140km (Garcia and216

Richter, 2019). This vertical level configuration gives WACCM a vertical grid spacing217

of ∼500 m in the UTLS. The second model is the recently-developed MUlti-Scale Infras-218

tructure for Chemistry and Aerosols version 0 (MUSICAv0, Schwantes et al., 2022), which219

has the capability for user-customized horizontal grid refinement to improve sampling220

over a region of interest. For the current work, a custom MUSICA grid is developed with221

refinement to ∼30 km horizontal spacing over southeastern Asia and the western north222

Pacific (Figure S1a), while the remainder of the globe is covered by ∼1° spacing (sim-223

ilar to WACCM). The MUSICA grid uses 32 vertical levels spanning from the surface224

to ∼80km (∼3 hPa), resulting in a ∼1km vertical grid spacing in the UTLS. The ver-225

tical grid increments in WACCM and MUSICA are shown in Figure S1b. Output from226

the WACCM (MUSICA) simulation is available on 3- (6-) hour intervals.227

Both WACCM and MUSICA utilize a specified dynamics option which nudges the228

temperature and zonal and meridional wind components to a chosen meteorological anal-229

ysis. For this we use the Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applica-230

tions version 2 (MERRA-2, Gelaro et al., 2017). Global surface emissions are provided231

by the Copernicus Atmosphere Modeling System (CAMS, Granier et al., 2019). The chem-232

istry mechanism in CESM2 includes a total of 231 species and 538 chemical reactions233

and is described by Emmons et al. (2020). The simulations parameterize deep convec-234

tion using the Zhang-McFarlane scheme (Zhang & McFarlane, 1995). Other parameter-235

izations are given by Gettelman et al. (2019) and are omitted here for brevity.236

Advancements in computational processing and storage capabilities in recent years237

have enabled developments in finer grid spacing (i.e., higher resolution) and multi-scale238

grid capabilities in CTMs, such as MUSICA. In the present study, the MUSICA grid re-239

finement is chosen to encompass the southern flank of the Tibetan Plateau (see Figure240

S1a), the primary “conduit” for ASM deep convective transport into the UTLS (e.g., Bergman241

et al., 2013; Honomichl & Pan, 2020; Clemens et al., 2023), with the intent to improve242

the representation of convective-scale processes responsible for lofting BL pollutants into243

the ASM UTLS. It remains unclear, however, whether improved grid point sampling nec-244

essarily improves a model’s performance compared to a coarser-grid counterpart. This245

supports the establishment of process-based model evaluation diagnostics as a timely re-246

search area.247

To illustrate the important role of the ASM in modifying UTLS composition, Fig-248

ure 2 shows global map sections of selected chemical species from WACCM valid 500 m249

above the local model tropopause. A pronounced chemical signature of trace gases as-250

sociated with the ASM UTLS anticyclone can be seen, similar to that of past observa-251

tional and modeling studies (e.g., Park et al., 2007; Randel et al., 2010; Munchak & Pan,252

2014; Pan et al., 2022), but now with consideration for filtering for a “bulging” tropopause253

structure over the ASM (Pan et al., 2016). The result indicates that species with tro-254

pospheric lifetimes in months (top row) have mixing ratios in the lowermost stratosphere255

that are larger over the ASM than anywhere else on Earth, underscoring the potential256

for short-lived halogenated species emitted over Asia to impact the composition of the257

stratosphere via the ASM transport mechanism discussed in Section 1. In contrast, species258

with much longer tropospheric lifetimes (bottom row) show similar mixing ratio enhance-259

ments over south Asia as in the tropical tropopause layer (TTL, Fueglistaler et al., 2009).260

These species are well-mixed throughout the troposphere, but begin to decay in the lower261

stratosphere as transport times grow longer and their chemical sinks grow stronger. Their262
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WACCM at 500m above the local tropopause

Figure 2. Plan views of WACCM model chemical species and dynamical variables in the low-

ermost stratosphere during the StratoClim observation period. Ethane (C2H6), carbon monoxide

(CO), CFC-12 (CCl2F2) and nitrous oxide (N2O) averaged from July 27 – August 10, 2017

and 500 m above the local WACCM tropopause are shown. White contours show WACCM

tropopause altitudes greater than 16.77 km and gray lines show wind streamlines. Respective

tropospheric lifetimes from SPARC Report No. 6 are given in parentheses.

highest mixing ratios in Figure 2 are simply regions where there is net upward transport263

across the tropopause: the TTL and the ASM.264

3 Process-based Diagnostic Development and Evaluation Demonstra-265

tion266

3.1 Transport by Monsoon Deep Convection267

Deep convection associated with the ASM is responsible for redistributing natu-268

ral and anthropogenic pollutants from the BL into the UTLS (e.g., Fu et al., 2006). In269

this section we use high-resolution airborne data to diagnose the convective parameter-270

ization in WACCM and MUSICA (Zhang and McFarlane, 1995) by evaluating how well271

a tropospheric and stratospheric tracer (CO and ozone, respectively) are distributed through-272

out the free troposphere and UTLS compared to observations.273

To examine vertical transport of CO and ozone, vertical distributions of the Stra-274

toClim observations and model results for South Asia are shown in Figure 3. Tracer mix-275

ing ratios are compared using two different vertical coordinates: adjusted tropopause-276

relative altitude, which expands the tropospheric layer and highlights the air mass tran-277

sition across the tropopause, and potential temperature, which collapses the tropospheric278

layer to highlight the transition between convective-dominated and radiative-dominated279

ascent processes. The lapse rate tropopause (LRT) altitude from ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach280

et al., 2020; Hoffmann & Spang, 2022) is interpolated to the flight tracks for observa-281

tions, while the model-derived LRT is used for WACCM and MUSICA. The tropopause-282

relative altitude coordinate has utility for understanding the behavior of ASM convec-283

tive transport relative to the tropopause, and enables adjustment for subtle differences284
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between model dynamics and those in the real atmosphere. This analysis is complemen-285

tary to and extends that of von Hobe et al. (2021), by analyzing how models represent286

tracer behavior in the ASM region.287

The result shows that MUSICA and WACCM have a generally good agreement with288

CO observations from AMICA and COLD2, mixing ratios ranging from ∼70-140 ppbv289

throughout the troposphere and gradually decreasing to ∼15-30 ppbv in the lower strato-290

sphere in both observations and models (Figure 3, left panels). CO observations have291

a similar distribution of CO throughout the majority of free tropospheric altitudes, sug-292

gesting that convection is the dominant transport process up to ∼1-2 km below the lo-293

cal tropopause (∼15km altitude on average). Separate maxima in modeled CO in the294

lower and upper troposphere show the influence of shallow and deep convective modes295

of transport, respectively. In potential temperature space, the noticeable discontinuity296

at ∼360K clearly reveals the transition from convective-dominated to radiative-dominated297

ascent.298

On the other hand, MUSICA and WACCM struggle to represent the observed dis-299

tribution of ozone, with a high bias spanning between the free troposphere and lower strato-300

sphere (Figure 3, right panels). This is not particularly surprising, as WACCM and MU-301

SICA ozone has been noted to have a high bias in previous work when compared to ob-302

servations (Froidevaux et al., 2019; Dubé et al., 2022; Tang et al., 2023). Ozone mixing303

ratios observed by FOZAN-II are further supported by ozonesonde observations over Nepal304

during StratoClim, which show ∼30-50 ppbv ozone throughout the free troposphere (Brunamonti305

et al., 2018). We have performed several sensitivity experiments to elucidate the cause306

of the model high bias, including testing for sensitivity to chemistry of very short lived307

(VSL) species using the model configuration of Villamayor et al. (2023), and to adjust-308

ing the model’s lightning parameterization to generate less NOx (an ozone precursor).309

The results of these sensitivity runs on model ozone mixing ratios shown in Figure S3.310

Although these experiments reduce the model’s ozone, they do not explain a sufficiently311

large bias to close the gap with the observations. More generally, these sensitivity ex-312

periments demonstrate another application of the dynamical coordinate diagnostic, high-313

lighting its utility in interrogating modeled representations of tracer mixing ratios.314

A critical component to the analysis presented in Figure 3 is that model distribu-315

tions are computed from broader spatial and temporal boundaries compared to the Stra-316

toClim flight tracks. Specifically, the model distributions are an average of all grid points317

between 75-95°E longitude, 18-32°N latitude (the gray box printed on Figure 1a), and318

at every 3- or 6-hour interval between July 27 – August 10, 2017. Instead of comparing319

each observation to a much larger model grid cell through interpolation (we demonstrate320

this common technique in Figure S2 for context), our technique allows a comparison of321

the general behavior of ASM transport throughout the monsoon’s active phase. We ac-322

knowledge that flight campaigns often bias their sampling to specific phenomenon (e.g.,323

convective complexes, wildfire plumes, etc.) which could complicate the interpretation324

of this evaluation, however most StratoClim flights were designed to survey the large-325

scale characteristics of the ASM UTLS, which supports the compatibility of this eval-326

uation technique (Bucci et al., 2020).327

To demonstrate an additional use of the dynamical vertical coordinates used in this328

analysis, we compare distributions of the tropospheric tracer CO in Figure 4 at key ver-329

tical layers identified from analyzing Figure 3. This allows for a more quantitative eval-330

uation of the models against the observations, as well as a quantitative comparison of331

the WACCM and MUSICA grid configurations following the discussion in Section 2.2.332

The general similarity between observations and models at each of the selected layers333

corroborates with the qualitative agreement noted in Figure 3. Mean values from the dis-334

tributions are collected in Table 2.335
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AMICA&COLD2 CO

FOZAN-II O3

MUSICA
WACCM

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3. Vertical profile distributions of modeled and observed (left) CO and (right) ozone

mixing ratio vertical profiles from models and StratoClim observations. The top panels are

plotted in tropopause-relative altitude space while the bottom panels are plotted in potential

temperature space. Black dots show StratoClim observations, and MUSICA (WACCM) results

are plotted in red (orange), where solid lines show the mean and shaded regions show the 5th to

95th percentile range. The tropopause is denoted by the solid black line with its standard devi-

ation marked by gray shading. Y-axes in the top panels are “adjusted” by the mean tropopause

value for ease of comprehension. Model output is restricted to 75-95 E, 18-32 N (gray box in

Figure 1a) from July 27 - August 10, 2017.
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Figure 4. Box and whisker plots for CO mixing ratios within selected vertical ranges, with

observations from AMICA and COLD2 in black, WACCM in orange, and MUSICA in red.

“Boxes” span from the 25th to 75th percentiles, “whiskers” span from the 5th to 95th percentiles,

and the vertical lines in the “boxes” represent the median. Mean mixing ratios are plotted as

triangles (squares) for 0 to 2km above (below) the local tropopause (abbreviated as “TP” on the

y axis), and as stars for 350 K to 370 K potential temperature.

There is no obvious advantage demonstrated by the MUSICA simulation with re-336

fined horizontal grid spacing at the level of primary convective outflow (stars in Figure337

4 and Table 2). This may be because convection must still be parameterized with the338

MUSICA grid configuration. Interestingly however, CO mixing ratios distributions in339

the lowermost stratosphere (triangles in Figure 4 and Table 2) suggest a low bias com-340

pared to observations. Although the present work does not pursue model improvements341

to address these discrepancies, the examples provided here are evidence for how the di-342

agnostics using these dynamical coordinates may identify specific areas for targeted model343

interrogation and development.344

3.2 Transport Across the ASM Tropopause345

Polluted air masses lofted by deep convection may be deposited higher than the346

level of zero radiative heating (LZRH, ∼360K in the tropics, Ploeger et al., 2010), above347

which air masses preferentially undergo comparatively slow ascent. Polluted air masses348

which cross the ASM tropopause, either vertically or through quasi-isentropic transport349

to the surrounding lower-tropopause regions (e.g., Pan et al., 2016; Vogel et al., 2019),350

may thus have the potential to impact global composition and climate. Modeling the ap-351

propriate mixing ratios of pollutants at the ASM tropopause is thus an important com-352
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Table 2. Mean CO mixing ratios (ppbv) in each selected vertical range shown in Figure 4.

Layer 0-2 km above LRT 0-2 km above LRT 350-370 K θ
Symbol Triangle Square Star

AMICA/COLD2 43.2 69.4 98.1
WACCM 43.6 85.7 92.2
MUSICA 48.3 83.8 95.1

ponent of representing the ASM’s impacts. This section diagnoses the model represen-353

tation of halogenated species and N2O mixing ratios in the ASM tropopause layer.354

Selected halogenated species and N2O from WACCM, MUSICA, and StratoClim355

airborne observations from the WAS and HAGAR instruments (respectively) are shown356

in Figure 5. As in Section 3.1, we use an adjusted tropopause-relative coordinate to ad-357

just for dynamical differences in models compared to that in the real atmosphere. The358

result shows that the models have qualitatively good representation of the four selected359

species at the ASM tropopause. For species with tropospheric lifetimes longer than one360

year, tropospheric mixing ratios are nearly constant with altitude given this is long com-361

pared to typical overturning of the troposphere (typically 2-3 weeks). Thus, their mix-362

ing ratio accuracy at the tropopause is mainly controlled by the model’s lower bound-363

ary condition used to prescribe surface mixing ratios. We note there is a slight high bias364

in modeled mixing ratios found ∼2-3 km above the local tropopause in all panels of Fig-365

ure 5. This suggests an error in the behavior of model dynamics in the lower stratosphere,366

either through vertical motion or mixing from the surrounding regions. The model rep-367

resentation of the lower stratosphere will be addressed in more detail in Section 3.3.368

Although the modeled species tropopause mixing ratios depicted in Figure 5 are369

qualitatively encouraging, we wish to establish a quantitative diagnostic to character-370

ize the error in modeled stratospheric entry mixing ratios, to easily identify species which371

are simulated (in)adequately. For this, we calculate the mean observed and modeled mix-372

ing ratios near the local tropopause (we choose within 1 km above and below; see the373

gray regions in Figure 5) and compare their difference against the “observational range374

of variability”, to characterize biases which are large compared to the mixing ratio range375

throughout the ASM UTLS. Put mathematically:376

Stratosphere Entry Error =
qt,m − qt,o

∆qo
∗ 100% (1)

where q is the mixing of a given specie, the subscript t indicates the mean mixing377

ratio within 1 km of the local tropopause (as shown in Figure 5) during the StratoClim378

period, and the subscript m (o) indicates modeled (observed). ∆q0 is the difference be-379

tween the maximum and minimum observed mixing ratio in the entire StratoClim dataset380

(i.e., the “observational range of variability”). The results are shown in Figure 6.381

The calculation of error statistics, as done in Figure 6, provides a conceptual frame-382

work for identifying model skill in species representation, concisely highlighting areas where383

focused model development is needed. It also allows for different model configurations384

to be compared relative to one another. In the current approach, we see mostly super-385

ficial differences between WACCM and MUSICA in their stratospheric entry mixing ra-386

tio performance, likely a consequence of the same emissions database used in the sim-387

ulations. Most species have stratospheric entry mixing ratio errors which are less than388

10%, which we consider to be small given they could be easily explained by a combina-389

tion of measurement and model uncertainties as well as the intentional sampling differ-390
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Figure 5. Modeled and observed vertical profiles of selected chemical species plotted in

adjusted tropopause-relative altitude space. Black dots show observations with uncertainty plot-

ted in thin horizontal lines. The red (orange) line shows the mean profile from the MUSICA

(WACCM) simulation between 75-95E and 18-32N (the small gray box in Figure 1) from July

27 - August 10, 2017, with the corresponding shading spanning the 5th to 95th percentiles. The

mean tropopause is shown as a black line, with the range of 1 km below and above it (used for

calculation of the “stratospheric entry value”) shaded in gray. As in Figure 3, y-axes are “ad-

justed” to the mean tropopause altitude for ease of comprehension.
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Figure 6. A scatterplot of model stratospheric entry errors for selected species. Species are

sorted by their tropospheric lifetimes (SPARC Report No. 6) which are printed in parentheses in

units of years.

ences we use to avoid space-time interpolation. However, this diagnostic identifies methyl391

chloride (CH3Cl), methyl bromide (CH3Br), CFC-114, and CFC-115 as species with larger392

errors which may have other contributing factors. Methyl chloride and bromide are of393

particular interest because although their tropospheric lifetimes are on the order of one394

year, their stratospheric lifetimes are on the order of decades (SPARC Report No. 6, Ko395

et al., 2013). Since these species will persist in the stratosphere for decades if they can396

penetrate the tropopause, and because of their impacts on stratospheric ozone chemistry397

(e.g., Bednarz et al., 2022), their mixing ratios in the ASM UTLS are especially impor-398

tant to properly represent.399

To demonstrate the use of the stratospheric entry mixing ratio error calculation400

(Equation 1; Figure 6) in diagnosing model shortcomings, Figure 7 shows the methyl halides401

plotted in chemical vertical coordinate space. Both CO and CFC-12 are used as chem-402

ical coordinates to expand the tropospheric and stratospheric layers, respectively. The403

noticeable offsets between observed mixing ratios (black) and those from the models (red404

and orange) corroborate with their large errors (Figure 6). With the exception of dibro-405

momethane (CH2Br2) which has the shortest tropospheric lifetime in this study, all the406

species analyzed in Figure 6 have mixing ratios prescribed at the model surface by us-407

ing zonally-averaged mole fraction boundary conditions. Species with sufficiently long408

lifetimes relative to tropospheric overturning are expected to have nearly-uniform mix-409

ing ratios throughout the troposphere, as demonstrated by WACCM in Figure 2. How-410

ever, for species with shorter tropospheric lifetimes such as methyl chloride and methyl411

bromide, this lower boundary condition may obscure important regional emissions sources,412

such as those from Asia, and lead to an underestimation of their composition and cli-413

mate impact potentials.414

The hypothesis that zonally-averaged mole fraction surface boundary conditions415

causes errors for methyl chloride and bromide at the stratospheric entry point can be416

further investigated by comparing WACCM and MUSICA results with observations out-417

side the ASM region. For this we include in Figure 7 observations from the Studies of418

Emissions and Atmospheric Composition, Clouds and Climate Coupling by Regional Sur-419

veys (SEAC4RS) campaign, which took place over North America during boreal sum-420

mer 2013 (Toon et al., 2016), as gray dots. SEAC4RS observations align nicely with the421

2017 WACCM and MUSICA simulations subset to the ASM region (gray box in Figure422
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(a)

(d)(c)

(b)

Figure 7. Vertical profiles of (left) methyl chloride and (right) methyl bromide in chemical

coordinate space using (top) CO and (bottom) CFC-12 as the vertical coordinates. WACCM

(MUSICA) mixing ratios from the 5th to 95th percentiles are shown in orange (red). Black

dots show airborne observations from StratoClim (2017) with uncertainty bars, and gray dots

show airborne observations from SEAC4RS 2013 (Toon et al., 2016) taken over North Amer-

ica. To ensure compatibility between the campaigns, we adjust the CFC-12 mixing ratios from

SEAC4RS according to the long-term trend between 2013 and 2017, using observations from the

NOAA/GML halocarbons program (Dutton et al., 2023).

1), indicating that model mixing ratios reflect the ASM’s surroundings rather than the423

ASM environment itself. This supports our assertion that the prescribed zonally-averaged424

boundary condition assumption breaks down for species with tropospheric lifetimes less425

than a few years. More broadly, this analysis highlights the value of the stratospheric426

entry diagnostic at identifying model shortcomings and providing a pathway for focused427

improvements.428

3.3 Chemical Loss in the Lower Stratosphere429

The two previous sub-sections focus on transport of Asian pollution into the UT430

via convective transport (Section 3.1), and subsequent entry to the stratosphere (Sec-431

tion 3.2). In this sub-section we diagnose the model representation of chemical loss pro-432

cesses in the lower stratosphere, using a “chemical vertical coordinate.” The relatively433

coarse vertical grid spacing in MUSICA which degrades further in the lower stratosphere434

(Figure S1b) leads us to focus this evaluation on the WACCM simulation only. Further-435

more, due to the aforementioned issues with methyl halide species (Figures 6 and 7) and436

the inappropriateness of a linear fit for dibromomethane (CH2Br2; not shown), these species437

are excluded from this chemical loss analysis.438

Following the approach of Avallone and Prather (1997), a collection of tracer re-439

lationships for halogenated species and N2O are plotted in Figure 8 with CFC-12 mix-440

ing ratio used as the vertical coordinate for both WACCM and StratoClim observations.441

Although the full range of variability is plotted, we focus on the cluster of stratospheric442

observations between 394-442 pptv of CFC-12, to ensure the tracer relationships are con-443
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sistent with the observations. For this range of mixing ratios, linear “best fit” lines are444

calculated for both observations (black lines) and WACCM (brown lines). Measurement445

uncertainty (from Adcock et al., 2021) is accounted for by assigning weights to each point446

for the linear fitting, equal to the inverse of the sum of both the squared mixing ratio447

uncertainties. Furthermore, we discard two WAS data points (one for CCl4 and another448

for CFC-114) which are clear outliers, and by inspection disrupt the appropriateness of449

the linear fit (not shown).450

From the foundational arguments of Plumb and Ko (1992) on tracer relationships:451

“the curve becomes linear in any region if the net upward fluxes of two species through452

the rapid exchange surfaces in that region are in constant ratio.” Indeed, the modeled453

and observed relationships exhibit linear behavior in the lower stratosphere (Figure 8),454

suggesting the species lifetimes are long in this layer compared to the timescales of net455

upward flux. From a conceptual standpoint, the chemical mechanism in WACCM has456

excellent representation of this behavior. In contrast, many relationships in Figure 8 ex-457

hibit non-linear behavior closer to the tropopause (∼500 pptv of CFC-12; see Figure 5),458

a consequence of the large lifetime disparity between the species on each axis. Often in459

these cases, the observations (gray dots) are considerably less compact than both WACCM460

(light orange dots) and their deeper stratospheric counterparts (black dots).461

To quantify the ability of WACCM to represent the observed tracer relationships,462

a diagnostic is developed that is based on the modeled and observed chemical loss rate463

(i.e. slopes of the linear fitting). Often the WACCM loss rates are similar to those ob-464

served, but are “offset” in absolute mixing ratio (Figure 8). To calculate the loss rate465

and mixing ratio offset errors, we employ similar formulas as Equation 1 for the strato-466

spheric entry mixing ratio errors:467

Loss Rate Error =
mls,W − qls,o

∆mls,0
∗ 100% (2)

Mixing Ratio Offset Error =
qls,W − qls,o

∆qls,o
∗ 100% (3)

In Equations 2 and 3, the subscript ls denotes the selected lower stratospheric range,468

m indicates the slope of the linear relationships, q indicates the x-axis tracer mixing ra-469

tio at the midpoint of the lower stratospheric range considered (i.e., 418 pptv of CFC-470

12), and subscripts W and o indicate modeled by WACCM and observed, respectively.471

The diagnostics in Equations 2 and 3 enable a quantitative evaluation of WACCM’s per-472

formance at representing the observed tracer relationships, separating the model repre-473

sentation of lower stratospheric dynamics and chemistry from offsets in the absolute mix-474

ing ratios found there.475

To demonstrate the application of the loss rate and mixing ratio error diagnostics476

defined here, Figure 9 shows calculated results for the choice of two chemical vertical co-477

ordinates and two model domain selections. The selected vertical coordinates are CFC-478

12 (Figure 8) and N2O (Figure S4, for which a range of 265-292 ppbv is chosen for the479

lower stratosphere). The two domain selections are that shown in the gray box in Fig-480

ure 1 (75-95E, 18-32N; denoted “small”), which is used throughout Sections 3.1 and 3.2,481

and a larger domain which approximately represents the ASM UTLS anticyclone (30-482

130E, 18-40N; denoted “large”).483

The mixing ratio offset diagnostic (Equation 3) shows errors for all species which484

are less than 20% (Figure 9a), which is conceptually consistent with the stratospheric485

entry diagnostic presented in Section 3.2 (Figure 6). Indeed, a species with an accurate486

mixing ratio at the tropopause is predisposed to an accurate mixing ratio in the lower487

stratosphere. While the loss rate diagnostic (Equation 2; Figure 9b) also shows errors488

of less than 20% for most relationships, it identifies CFC-114 and CFC-115 as species489
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(a)

(h)

(f)(e)(d)

(c)(b)

(j) (l)(k)

(g) (i)

Figure 8. Various halocarbon and N2O profiles in CFC-12 chemical vertical coordinate space.

Black dots show StratoClim observations in the lower stratosphere (394 pptv < CFC-12 < 442

pptv), with thin lines marking observational uncertainty. Thick black lines mark observational

best-fits using a weighted linear regression. WACCM is shown in orange, with brown lines mark-

ing the linear model best-fit in the lower stratosphere. WACCM is subset between 78-92E, 18-

32N (the small gray box in Figure 1), from July 27 - August 10, 2017, to 50-200 hPa to focus

on the UTLS, and to every 50th point for visual clarity. Light orange and gray dots show model

and observation points (respectively) near and below the tropopause, which are not used for the

linear fitting.
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with considerable deviations from the observed loss rates in chemical coordinate space.490

These deviations in loss rate, coupled with their poor stratospheric entry mixing ratio491

representation (Figure 6), are evidence that WACCM does not properly represent them.492

For both CFC-114 and CFC-115, loss by O1D is an important process in comparison to493

loss by photolysis (from SPARC Report No. 6, 2013), which we highlight using aster-494

isks in the Figure 9 labeling. With this in mind, we find it reasonable to hypothesize that495

the model ozone high bias noted in Section 3.1 (Figure 3) contributes to the errors in496

these relationships, as ozone is the main source of O1D in the lower stratosphere. A sub-497

sequent model experiment was performed with a longer spin-up to test for sensitivity in498

CFC-114 and CFC-115 given their relatively long stratospheric lifetimes, which did not499

yield improvements to this relationship (not shown).500

We clarify again that it is not our objective to make corrections to the chemical501

mechanisms in the present work, only to show the utility of this diagnostic framework502

for identifying areas for focused model improvement. Investigating the shortcomings of503

these relationships are the subject of ongoing work, and may require the use of idealized504

chemical modeling to understand the complex mechanisms contributing to these rela-505

tionships.506

With the use of the stratospheric mixing ratio offset and chemical loss rate diag-507

nostics in this subsection, we demonstrate that WACCM chemistry overall performs well508

at representing the chemical relationships observed during StratoClim. As with prior anal-509

yses, this diagnostic minimizes the impact of fundamental air mass size disparities be-510

tween observed and modeled air masses. Both diagnostics show a general consistency511

between the two choices of chemical vertical coordinate as well as the two choices of do-512

main. The consistency between the two domain choices suggests that the ASM anticy-513

clone has a composition signature in the lower stratosphere that is fairly consistent through-514

out; despite the StratoClim campaign spanning only a modest portion of the ASM UTLS515

anticyclone.516

4 Conclusions and Outlook517

In this study we design a set of process-based diagnostics using airborne in situ chem-518

ical tracer measurements to evaluate the representation of UTLS composition under the519

influence of ASM dynamics and transport. The diagnostics are:520

1. The use of tropopause-relative altitude and potential temperature vertical coor-521

dinates to evaluate distributions of tropospheric and stratospheric tracers (Sec-522

tion 3.1). These coordinates adjust for dynamical differences between models and523

the real atmosphere, and allow for the properties of modeled and observed con-524

vection to be diagnosed.525

2. The use of a tropopause-relative altitude vertical coordinate to evaluate strato-526

spheric entry mixing ratios of chemical species (Section 3.2). For species with tro-527

pospheric lifetimes which are long compared to typical tropospheric overturning528

time scales, this diagnoses the representation of the mixing ratio boundary con-529

dition used at the model surface.530

3. The use of long-lived tracers as a vertical coordinate to diagnose chemical loss pro-531

cesses in the lower stratosphere (Section 3.3). The application of this to a wide532

range of species identifies those which may have issues in their chemical treatment533

by the model.534

We demonstrate the application of the above diagnostics in two global climate mod-535

els run in CTM configuration (WACCM and MUSICA) using airborne in situ observa-536

tions from the ASM region (StratoClim 2017). The exercise leads to the following con-537

clusions about the representation of ASM composition by WACCM and MUSICA:538
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Scatterplots showing (a) mixing ratio errors and (b) loss rate errors between ob-

servations and models in the lower stratosphere. Symbols show calculations using CFC-12 and

N2O as the choice of chemical vertical coordinate, as well as two model domain choices (see text

for details). Species are organized in the same order as Figure 6, but with their stratospheric life-

times in years (SPARC Report No. 6) now printed in parentheses instead. Asterisks mark species

whose loss is primarily controlled by photolysis.

• The level of ASM deep convective outflow (∼15km; ∼360K) and distribution of539

CO observed during StratoClim are generally well-represented by WACCM and540

MUSICA. Both models show similar CO mixing ratios in key altitude ranges, de-541

spite differences in their horizontal and vertical grid increments. However, there542

is a high model bias in ozone throughout the free troposphere.543

• Observed tracer mixing ratios at the ASM tropopause are generally consistent with544

those in WACCM and MUSICA. For species with relatively short tropospheric life-545

times (less than a couple of years), representing mole fraction boundary conditions546

with a zonal average obscures important regional emissions sources which may lead547

to large model biases, as shown to be the case for methyl chloride and methyl bro-548

mide.549

• The use of long-lived chemical vertical coordinates reveals that WACCM repre-550

sents the compact nature of chemical relationships observed in the lower strato-551

sphere. Species whose stratospheric loss rates are dominated by photolysis have552

particularly good agreement in their chemical loss rates compared to observations,553

while the high model ozone bias may negatively impact the representation of loss554

for other species.555

Climate prediction is often conducted on spatial scales of hundreds of kilometers556

and temporal scales of decades, but accurate prediction at these scales requires accurate557

representation of embedded smaller-scale processes which are captured by the high spa-558

tial and temporal sampling of airborne observations. The diagnostic development and559

the resulting evaluation of NCAR CESM configurations herein thus highlights the irre-560

placeable value of airborne observations toward improving Earth system modeling ca-561

pabilities. Moreover, the diagnostics are designed to minimize the fundamental differ-562
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ences in air mass sizes represented by models and observations, as compared to a typ-563

ical method of space-time interpolation.564

The establishment of this diagnostic framework may help realize the benefits, and565

even shortcomings, of ongoing CTM developments. Future work will examine the per-566

formance of modeling capabilities at representing a recent set of ASM airborne obser-567

vations taken during the ACCLIP 2022 campaign (Pan et al., 2022). We note that al-568

though these diagnostics are designed specifically with an ASM UTLS focus, we expect569

them to be appropriate for other regions of the globe to evaluate their respective trans-570

port regimes.571

5 Open Research572

The Community Earth System Model (CESM) is an open-source community model573

available from http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/. The Whole Atmosphere Community Climate574

Model (WACCM) is described by https://www2.acom.ucar.edu/gcm/waccm, and the575

Multi-scale Infrastructure for Chemistry and Aerosols (MUSICA) is described by576

https://wiki.ucar.edu/display/MUSICA/MUSICA+Home. StratoClim data will577

be accessible via the HALO database at https://halo-db.pa.op.dlr.de/mission/101. Un-578

til this time, it can be provided by request from the respective instrument PIs (see Ta-579

ble 1). SEAC4RS observations are available from580

https://www-air.larc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/ArcView/seac4rs. ERA5 reanalysis (doi: 10.5065/P8GT-581

0R61) is available from the NCAR CISL Research Data Archive.582
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Figure S1: (Left) An image depicting the horizontal grid structure for the MUSICA 

simulation analyzed herein.  This grid mesh was originally developed for forecasting 

application during an airborne field campaign, the Asian summer monsoon Chemical and 

Climate Impact Project (ACCLIP), which took place in summer 2022.  (Right) The 

thickness of each model layer in the analyzed (orange, 110 total levels) WACCM and 

(red, 32 total levels) MUSICA simulations.  
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Figure S2: Time series of observed and model CO and ozone mixing ratios interpolated 

in space and time to StratoClim flight tracks from the (red) MUSICA and (orange) 

WACCM simulations.  Black dots show (a) AMICA CO, (b) COLD2 CO and (c) 

FOZAN-II ozone.  Gray lines show the aircraft altitude.  Note y-axes for CO are flipped. 
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Figure S3: As in Figure 3, but for sensitivity runs which explore the model ozone high 

bias, and with dashed lines to indicate the 5th and 95th percentiles for the models.  The left 

panel shows sensitivity runs for the inclusion of very short-lived (VSL) chemistry.  We 

note that these are free-running simulations with prescribed SSTs which are not nudged 

to analysis like the WACCM and MUSICA runs in this study, they are only used to 

assess the relative impact of VSL chemistry.  The right panel shows sensitivity to a 

CAM-Chem simulation (in cyan) where lightning NOx production is disabled.   
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Figure S4: As in Figure 8, but using N2O as the chemical vertical coordinate. 

 
 


